
Invoicing plans

This document is only used during training in Monitor G5. The work flow described may not be
exactly like the processes used in your company, so you’ll need to take notes that can be used
later in your company’s internal work flow descriptions. For detailed information on the
different terms and areas described during the training, you can read the online help function

for the procedures in question. To access the online help function, press on the toolbar or

press Shift + F1 in the procedure. You can also open the online help function for a certain
section or box, for example, by pressing F1 in the procedure.

Invoicing plans are used for the quotes and customer orders where you want to invoice the order in full
or partially, in advance or in arrears. An invoicing plan can for example be 30% in advance, 60% upon
delivery, and 10% in arrears after final inspection has been made. You can also use invoicing plans if
you want to invoice the entire order in advance.

An invoicing plan entered for a quote will be included when the quote is turned into a customer
order. Please note! Adjustments, if any, made on the invoicing plan on the customer order will
not update the invoicing plan on the quote. The invoicing plan on a quote works as a template
for the order that will be registered.

Invoicing plans in combination with customer order transfer

The customer order transfer will not consider invoicing plans on the customer order, if such
invoicing plans exist.

If the invoicing plan, for example, contains an advance which has to be paid before any delivery
can be made, this type of information (a warning or a block) will not be included to the
production company. The production company can therefor deliver to the customer even
though the advance has not been paid.

Settings
Here we have described the different settings required to configure before you can start using Invoicing
plans in Monitor G5.

System settings
In the System settings procedure, under the Sales tab and under the heading Invoicing plans, you find
the following important system settings for invoicing plans:

1. Handle invoicing plans on quote/customer order

2. Handle suspended VAT during payment of advance invoice

3. Use separate accounts for invoiced and paid advances

4. Automatic activation of forward rate on customer orders with invoicing plan
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Setting 1 is the main system setting used to activate all functionality related to invoicing plans in the
system.

Setting 2 should be activated in order for the VAT to be recorded from suspended VAT to output VAT
when the advance invoice is paid. This means that the VAT will not be included in the VAT report until
the advance invoice is paid.

Please note! Also enter suspended VAT on the advance part. Read more under VAT settings
below.

Setting 3 should be activated to handle separate accounts for paid and unpaid advances. This way, it is
possible to get the VAT report to show the turnover in connection with the payment of the invoice. This
should be done for trade liable to VAT within the country. You should activate Setting 3 if you have
activated Setting 2.

With Setting 4 you decide if variable exchange rate should be allowed on orders and invoices in foreign
currencies which have invoicing plans. By selecting No for this system setting, the system will not set a
forward rate for orders that have an invoicing plan. This means that the rate applied during invoicing
will be used for each partial invoice. Please note! Exchange rate differences on the advance account, if
any, must be adjusted manually in the accounting. This system setting is deactivated by default.
However, you can override this setting per order.

Posting matrix/service parts
Create a product group for advances (and if needed, also create a product group for in arrears/final
payment). Under the Sales account tab in the Posting matrix procedure, you then enter which account
should be used for advance and in arrears for each customer group. If you have separate accounts for
unpaid and paid advances, then you should here enter the account for unpaid advances.

In the Part register procedure you then create service parts regarding advance and in arrears.
Remember to enter the correct product group for the service parts.

Standard accounts
If you use separate accounts for invoices and paid advances you should enter the account for paid
advances in the Standard accounts procedure. This account should be entered on the row Paid
advances from customer. Please note! You might need to enter separate accounts per customer group.
You might have to do this to achieve correct VAT reporting in cases where the VAT report loads the VAT
code from the chart of accounts. You create exceptions per customer group by using the plus sign on
the row.
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VAT settings
In the VAT settings procedure you configure that the system should post advance invoices on the
account for suspended VAT. This is done by using a separate VAT code for such invoices. This is done
under the Exception per product group tab. On the product group Advances, you enter VAT code for
suspended VAT for customers within the country.

Chart of accounts
Mark Order number for the balance accounts which concern advances and in arrears. When order
number is activated for these accounts, the system will automatically do a posting on order number in
connection with invoicing and payment. The purpose of posting on order number is to make it possible
to find and reconcile booked value per customer order for these balance accounts. In the Invoicing plan
list procedure you can make such a reconciliation.

Invoicing plans
In the Invoicing plans procedure you register different "invoicing plan templates" and settings for
these. These can then be selected for customers, quotes, and customer orders.

In the top box you define which invoicing plans that should exist. In the box below you enter, for each
invoicing plan, which partial invoices should apply for the invoicing plan as well as what the percentage
share should be for each invoice.
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In the Partial invoice type field you enter the type of the invoice:

Advance – This is invoice is sent before the order is delivered. For each partial invoice number of
the advance type, an invoice will be created. The service entered here will apply as invoice row
when the invoice basis is being invoiced.

Delivery – The invoice which is sent with the delivery when the order is delivered. This invoice is
in fact a "regular" invoice basis which is created in connection with the delivery of the order.
Partial invoices of the type Advance and In arrears, will automatically be deducted from this
invoice. This partial invoice type might generate several invoices for the same partial invoice
number. This can occur if several partial deliveries are made of a customer order and you select
to send one invoice for each partial delivery.

In arrears – This invoice is sent separately in arrears, for example when the delivery has been
approved by the customer. For each partial invoice number of the in arrears type, an invoice will
be created. The service entered here will apply as invoice row when the invoice basis is being
invoiced.

Under Invoice text on advance invoice/invoice in arrears, you can enter if any additional text
information should be displayed on advance/in arrears invoice.

Number series
You can have a separate invoice number series for advance invoices. You set this up in the Number
series procedure.

Registration of customer order/quote
Here it is described how you register orders/quotes with an invoicing plan in the Register customer
order procedure.

The Header tab
Here you can enter if the order/quote should be invoiced according to an invoicing plan. This is done in
the Invoicing plan field.

Invoicing plan can also automatically be activated for use via a setting on the customer. This is
configured in the Customer register or Customer list procedures.

If you want to follow-up on the order via the project accounting, you can enter a project number in the
order header. The project number will then automatically be used on order rows which can be posted
on project and on the partial invoices which handle project posting under the Invoicing plan tab. Please
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note! If you change the project on the order rows, then the advance and in arrears rows' posting will
not become automatically updated. These must be changed manually.
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The Rows tab
You register the customer order rows/quote rows as usual here. That is, you don't add any rows for
advances and in arrears here. However, there is an important checkbox on each row. You use this to
decide which rows should be included in the invoicing plan. This is done via the column Included in
invoicing plan.

Rows which are note included in the in invoicing plan can be delivered and invoiced as usual, separate
from the invoicing plan. For example, if you have added an additional product to be delivered or a
freight cost, etc.

The Invoicing plan tab
Under this tab you see the invoicing plan of the order/quote.

In the upper box you see the different partial invoice rows, which are loaded from the invoicing plan
template registered in the Invoicing plans procedure. It is possible to edit/delete/add rows. It is also
possible to change name on advance invoice and in arrears invoice. For each partial invoice, you should
enter a planned invoicing date. This is called the Invoicing period. This is used if you later on in the
Invoicing plan list, want to make a selection regarding what should be invoiced.

In the lower box you see information about the order rows which are included in the invoicing plan.

At the very bottom of the tab you see different types of totals, according to the image above. Here you
also have the opportunity to determine how delivery should be possible to perform for the order in
question. This is done via the field Check for unpaid advance invoices at delivery. For example, you can
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block for delivery if the advance invoice has not been fully paid. This block exists both in the Delivery
planning and in the Report delivery procedures.
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The Documents tab
When printing order confirmation, it is possible to show information about the invoicing plan. This
information is displayed below the order rows. In the procedure Document settings you can choose if
the information should be displayed or not.

Releasing and invoicing of advances
You can release an advance invoice in the following ways:

1. Via the Invoicing plan tab in the Register customer order procedure.

2. Via the Detailed list type in the Invoicing plan list procedure.

To release the advance invoice via the Invoicing plan tab in the Register customer order procedure, you
do the following:

Click on the row which you want to release and click the button Release for invoicing. You can also
access this command via the context menu (right-clicking).
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An invoice basis is then created (compare with delivery reporting an order row). You can also undo this
command (if the basis has not been invoiced yet). This is done by clicking the button Undo release.

If he order is partially delivered, you need to undo the release of advance/arrears by using the Undo
delivery reporting procedure.

The advance invoice can also contain text information from the customer order such as for example
order rows, goods label, etc. This is determined via the setting Invoice text on advance invoice/invoice
in arrears on the invoicing plan in the Invoicing plans procedure.

When you have released a partial invoice for invoicing, the procedure Register invoice directly will open
with this basis loaded. This makes it possible to enter additional information on the invoice.

Under the Header tab in the procedure Register invoice directly, you will see the partial invoice type
Advance according to the image below.

The invoice document will by default have the heading Advance invoice. It is possible to choose which
phrase should be used as heading. This is done in the procedure Document texts. Phrase numbers 662–
667 are the phrases specifically used for invoicing plans.

The advance invoice can also contain text information from the customer order such as order rows,
goods label, etc. This is determined via a setting on the invoicing plan in the Invoicing plans procedure.
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You can approve and print the invoice directly or approve it at a later time (for example via
Review/Approve invoice).

You can have a separate invoice number series for advance invoices. You set this up in the
Number series procedure.

It is not possible to create a comprehensive invoice for advance invoices together with other
invoice bases.

To release the advance invoice via list type Detailed in the Invoicing plan list, you do the following:

Mark Include for the advance and in arrears invoice rows in the list which you want to invoice, and click

the button Release for invoicing . After this you will be linked to the Review/Approve invoice

procedure, to review the invoices which have been created and then send them to the customers.

Incoming payment of advance invoice
When the incoming payment is received, a check is made to see if the paid invoice refers to an advance
invoice. If the system settings Handle suspended VAT during payment of advance invoice and Use
separate accounts for invoiced and paid advances are activated, then an extended posting will be made
in comparison with a normal incoming payment.

The VAT amount will then automatically be posted from the account for suspended VAT to the account
for output VAT. In addition, the advance amount will be shifted from the account for unpaid advances
to the account for paid advances.

If the Basis for VAT report is loaded from system setting has been set to VAT code in general ledger
transactions, the following applies: When paying an advance invoice a VAT code is entered on the
posting row regarding paid advances. The VAT code is loaded from the invoice being paid. This results
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in a correct accounting of turnover in connection with when the VAT accounting loads the basis for the
VAT report via VAT code on general ledger transactions.

If the system setting is set to load VAT code in chart of accounts, the VAT code will be used according to
the setting of the account, when you do not consider the VAT code of the transaction. In order not to
create differences in the VAT accounting, the account for paid advances is linked to the VAT row for
turnover liable to VAT.

Delivery and invoicing of delivery invoice
Delivery planning, if any, and delivery will be made as usual.

Delivery planning
If delivery planning has been activated for the order, then it is possible to block it if the advance invoice
has not been paid. In the Delivery planning procedure, the block is shown if Block delivery has been
checked on the order's invoicing plan, at the same time as the advance has not been paid. In this mode,
it is not possible to start picking the order. However, any order rows not included in the invoicing plan,
are OK to start picking.
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Report delivery
In the Report delivery procedure, a warning or a block will be shown if the advance invoice has not
been paid, in the same way as when performing delivery planning.

You delivery report the order as usual, but when the invoice basis is created (when saving), extra rows
(services) are inserted. These will deduct the partial invoices according to the invoicing plan. The
deduction is made in proportion to the delivered value.

Example:
Total order value: EUR 100,000
Invoicing plan:
Advance 30% – EUR 30,000
Delivery 60% – EUR 60,000
In arrears 10% – EUR 10,000
Order value that is being delivered: EUR 50.000
This results in an invoice with deduction of advance and in arrears as follows:
Delivered value: EUR 50,000
Deduction for advance: EUR -15,000
Deduction for in arrears: EUR -5,000
Total invoice value: EUR 30,000

Also remember the following:

Deduction is only made for the order rows which have been marked with Included in invoicing
plan.

Rows added at the delivery reporting are not considered to be included in the invoicing plan,
and therefore no deduction is made for these rows.

The system will never deduct more than the value of the advance/in arrears, for example if you
deliver a larger quantity that what was ordered.

When deleting remaining quantity during delivery reporting, deduction will take place based on
the delivered value. No deduction will be made for the deleted value.

An excess delivery or a delivery with a deleted remainder, will lead to a total invoiced value on the
order which differs from the value you planned to invoice. Such a remaining record can be deleted via
Register customer order.
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Invoice delivery
In connection with the delivery, a basis is created for a delivery invoice. These invoices are invoiced in
the regular way via the Review/Approve invoice procedure.

The delivery invoice contains the order row which have been delivery reported as well as deductions
for advance invoices and invoices in arrears. It is also possible to create a comprehensive invoice, if
there are multiple partial deliveries for the same customer order.

On the invoice you see information about the invoicing plan in the same way as on the advance invoice.
But here will also see which amounts have been invoiced, as well as the amounts left to invoice.

On the invoice you will also see information about the invoice number on advance invoice.

Releasing and invoicing in arrears
Releasing and invoicing of invoice in arrears is done in the same way as for advance invoices. That is,
you can release via the Invoicing plan tab in the Register customer order procedure or you can release
via the Invoicing plan list procedure.

The invoice in arrears contains a service row regarding the subsequent charge as seen below, and it
also contains information about the invoicing plan.
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Crediting of advance invoice/in arrears invoice

Correction of advance invoice/in arrears invoice
To credit an advance invoice or an in arrears invoice you should do the following:

To correct an advance invoice or an in arrears invoice you should do the following:

1. Load the order number in the Register customer order procedure.

2. Go to the Invoicing plan tab.

3. Mark the partial invoice which you want to credit (partial invoices for advance and/or in arrears).

4. Mark the partial invoice which you want to correct (partial invoices for advance and/or in
arrears).

5. Select Create credit invoice, see image below:
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6. Select Create correction invoice, see image below:

Please note! It is only possible to create a credit invoice if the advance/in arrears has been
invoiced.

Please note! It is only possible to create a correction invoice if the advance/in arrears has been
invoiced.

Other functions under the Invoicing plan tab
The Invoicing plan tab in the Register customer order procedure provides you with a good overview
about the order status and its partial invoices.

In the Status column you see the status of each partial invoice. You can also see the delivery status for
each order row in the lower box.

The following status options exist for partial invoices:

– Not released/Not delivered

– Released/Delivered

 – Partial delivery made

 – Invoiced

– Partially paid

– Paid

You can also see the invoice number for each partial invoice, as well as the invoiced amount and what
is left to invoice. By using the function Review invoice you can also see the invoice document.
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When everything on the order is invoiced, then the amount of the invoicing plan's value should be the
same as the total invoiced value. Otherwise, a difference is shown as below. Such a difference can for
example occur if you delete remaining at delivery or if you delivery a larger quantity than the ordered
quantity. By using the button Delete remain. you can delete this remaining record. The button becomes
activated when all rows are invoiced and there is a difference. When you have clicked the button
Delete remain., the amount is moved from the column Left to invoice to the column Deleted amount,
and Left to invoice becomes zero. Please note! You might need to create a manual accounting
adjustment. No automatic adjustment of the accounting will be made regarding this.
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Invoicing plan list
This list shows an overview of orders that have invoicing plans, and it contains information about what
has been invoiced, what is left to invoice, etc. The procedure is preset to show all orders which have
partial invoices left to invoice. However, under the Selection tab you can choose if you also want to see
invoiced and paid items in the list. The Reconciliation list is used to reconcile open records regarding
advances and in arrears with the general ledger for the different accounts.

If you want to monitor/supervise what should be invoiced for a certain period of time, you can select
by the partial invoices to be sent e.g. this week, and mark that you want to create invoice bases for
these.

In this procedure you can also make a reconciliation of advance accounts and in arrears accounts. This
is done by using the list type Reconciliation. A prerequisite to use this list is that you in the Chart of
accounts procedure have checked Order number for the account in question. In this list, a
reconciliation is made per customer order to find which values remain in the plan compared to the
corresponding values in the accounting. In the list there is an excluding function where you can mark
orders which you do not want to include in the reconciliation. That order will then be excluded from
the reconciliation.

Please keep in mind that the reconciliation can be made at a certain date in the past (entered by the
selection on date). If a separate account is used for paid advances in the system, then you will also see
a column (as seen above) for Paid.
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To keep in mind when changing from G4 to G5
The following settings need to be configured if you have been using invoicing plans in G4 and have now
started to use G5:

If suspended VAT is applied on advance invoices you need to enter the VAT code for suspended
VAT for the product group for advances. This is done under the Exception per product group tab
in the VAT settings procedure.

If you are using separate accounts for paid and unpaid advances, you also have to select an
account for paid advances per customer group. This is done in the Standard accounts procedure.
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